anjule beauty therapy

MIND, BODY, SOUL & SKIN
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4385 6999

FACIAL THERAPY

SPECIALISED FACIALS

SIGNATURE FACIALS
Signature Aroma Facial
60mins
$95
Anjule’s signature facial. Let our therapists take you beyond
your expectations with a customised facial designed
specifically for you. Includes a hand, foot and scalp massage.
Essential Deep Cleanse
50mins
$79
Incorporating natural enzymes and oats to provide a deep
exfoliation. Whether your skin is dry, sensitive, combination
or oily, the essential facial provides the perfect solution to suit
your skin.
Beauty Flash
30mins
$55
Feel fresh fast. This facial is designed for those on the go.
An ideal way to experience Pevonia and get the skin clean
and refreshed.
Aroma Facial Booster Ampoules 		
(upgrade any of the above facial
with a choice of the following)
- Propolis Concentrate
Calming and strengthening
- Vitaminic Concentrate
Silky and nourishing
- Collagen & Myoxy-Caviar
Smooths wrinkles and hydrates
- Micro Pores
For luminous skin and refined pores

$25

SPA FACIALS
Anti-Free Radicals Mask
65mins
$135
This dramatic mask first warms allowing vitamins to penetrate
your skin, then cools to seal rejuvenating benefits. Protect your
skin against free-radicals and premature aging. Boosts dry,
devitalised skin.
‘C’ & Sea Mask
65mins
$135
A potent blend of stabilised vitamin “C” combines the latest
high-tech formulation of freeze-dried Seaweed. Ideal for
reducing fine lines, strengthening elasticity and providing
relief for dull, sun-damaged skin.
Escutox™ Treatment
65mins
$135
A topical natural alternative to Botox derived from indigenous
plants in south Asia and Africa. Relaxes harsh wrinkles,
increases the skin’s plumpness within wrinkles and smooths
skin.
Micro-Pores Bio-Active Treatment 65mins
$135
This facial is rich in the latest bio-active peptide extract.
It evens skin complexion and visibly minimises pores
delivering intense hydration into the skin.
Lumafirm Treatments
65mins
$135
Instantly lifts, lightens, brightens and smooths wrinkles
and skin texture. This treatment diminishes dark circles
and puffiness and works to lighten hyper-pigmentation.
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Micro-Hydra-Brasion
50mins
$139
Micro-Hydra-Brasion is a micro system that exfoliates with
both a dry and wet system. The skin is deeply exfoliated
with a diamond head while simultaneously vacuuming and
washing it. This facial also comes with a customised ampoule
that is massaged in, leaving the skin calm and revitalised.
Cold Ultrasound Treatment
50mins
$129
A soothing and relaxing facial to rejuvenate, tone and
tighten the skin whilst shrinking the pores. Good for acne,
rosacea and sensitive inflamed skin. Our Signature
Treatments includes an acid peel. Intense results are
experienced after an acid peel.
(rec. course of 6)
Hot Ultrasound Treatment
50mins
$129
An excellent treatment to combat the signs of aging.
Accelerates blood circulation and enhances the bodies
natural metabolism and collagen production.
Good for any skin type especially mature skin.
Acid Peel Treatments
35mins
$59
Experience the immediate, visible results of these acid
peels. This deep exfoliating treatment is ideal for fine lines,
sun-damaged skin, and pigmentation spots, as well as
oily and acne-prone skin.
(rec. course of 6)
Meso Therapy
50mins
Meso Therapy is a painless needle free technique.
It treats aging, sagging and wrinkling of the skin.
It helps to shrink fat, reduce free radical damage
and tighten the skin. Meso Therapy also creates
Collagen stimulation.

$129

Choose the area you are most concerned about and
we will customise your facial for you.
Eyes
This treatment targets the delicate eye area relieving puffiness,
dark circles and also creating the ultimate eye lift. Erases fine
lines and wrinkles almost immediately.
Face
This treatment infuses peptides, tightens saggy skin and
boosts circulation. Creates Collagen and Elastin for a more
hydrated and firmer face.
Neck & Jowl
This treatment breaks down the fat from the fat cells creating
fat cavitation and skin tightening. The neck is rejuvenated
without the unnatural appearance and painful recovery of
surgical procedures.

EYES

BODY THERAPY

Professional Eyelash Extension
Volume Lashes		
Synthetic Lashes		

$129
$99

Eyelash Tinting		
$18
Eyebrow Tinting		
$10
De-stress Eye Puffiness Treatment 30mins
Containing Ginkgo Biloba, this treatment
effectively relieves dark circles and unappealing
puffiness for refreshed, radiant eyes.
($25 with any facial treatment)

$50

De-stress Eye Wrinkles Treatment 30mins
This potent treatment containing Collagen Cryo,
smooths away crepeiness and wrinkles,
while tightening your eye contour.
($25 with any facial treatment)BODY THERAPY

$50

HANDS AND FEET
Spa Manicure
30mins
$39
Heal your hands with our intensive manicure.
Includes nail shaping, cuticle work, massage and polish.

EXFOLIATION TREATMENTS
Stem Cell Body Glow
45mins
$79
This natural sea salt scrub with stem cells and green apple
extract promotes the renewal of skin cells while providing
anti-aging benefits.
Tropical Salt Mousse Exfoliation 45mins
$79
Delivers an aroma-sensory experience. Its fluffy lather
removes impurities and toxins by gently polishing your skin.
As the salt dissolves, negative ions and repairing tropical fruit
extracts are quickly absorbed. The skin emerges smooth to
touch and visibly brightened. Ideal for all skin types.

BODY TREATMENTS
(All body wraps come with mini-facial)
De-Stress Aroma Cocoon
75mins
$119
As your body is gently exfoliated we will soothe your senses
as natural essential oils are warmly applied to stimulate your
body’s ability to release stress. Your entire body is
nestled in a delightful cocoon and transported to a state
of divine relaxation.

Spa Pedicure
50mins
$55
A rejuvenating and nurturing foot treatment.
Includes soak and exfoliation, nail shaping, cuticle work,
massage and polish.

Tropical Oasis Yogurt Wrap
75mins
$129
Firming and brightening, this delightful tropical body
wrap counteracts aging, evens skin tones, and delivers
invigorating and toning benefits. Extremely anti-aging
with repairing Vitamin C.

TEETH WHITENING

Meso Therapy for the body
50mins
$149
Creates fat cavitation and tightens loose skin.
Loose inches on the tummy, arms and legs instantly.
This incredible treatment stimulates the function of fibro blast
for improved skin tone, cell nourishment and detoxification.
Can be done on the tummy, arms and legs.

A new smile in less than an hour.
40mins
80mins

$149
$199

COSMETIC PHYSICIAN
Cosmetic Procedures Offered
Say goodbye to wrinkles and reclaim your natural beauty.
The most advanced treatments and latest technology for all
non-surgical, anti aging, injectables and lip enhancements.
Inquire within for appointment availability.

MASSAGE THERAPY
Relax and enjoy our unique

style of aroma therapy massage.

30 mins
60 mins
90 mins

$49
$89
$119

SPRAY TANNING
Grade One or Two		$35
The perfect tan in 5 minutes. Fast, safe and natural.
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WAXING
Womens
Eyebrow		$18
Lip/Chin		$12
Full Leg		
$40
Half Leg		
$29
Full Leg & Bikini		
$55
Half Leg & Bikini		
$40
Bikini		$25
G string		
$35
Brazilian		$55
Underarm		$15
Arms		$35
Mens
Back or Chest		
$40
Full Leg		
$60
Neck/Shoulder		$15
Arms
$40

LASER HAIR REMOVAL
Nose
Ears
Chin
Sides
Lip
Lip & Chin
Neck
Bikini
Brazilian & Bottom
Bottom
Full leg
1/2 leg
Feet & Toes
Underarms
Full Arms
Full Back
Chest
Chest & Stomach
Shoulders
Snail Trail
Hands & Fingers
Shaving
3 or more combined Treatments receive 20% discount
Pre pay for 6 -10 Treatments receive 50% discount
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$12
$15
$19
$30
$19
$30
$49
$45
$59
$39
$149
$109
$39
$25
$129
$145
$100
$150
$70
$39
$39
$20

SALON PACKAGES
Anjule Revive
90mins $149
This reviving body experience combines a relaxing
massage and nourishing facial. Coupled with a
foot massage, nail care and polish.

Anjule Energy
2½hrs $159
Our top to toe experience.
Incorporates our essential facial to deeply cleanse
and exfoliate the face. Also includes a spa
manicure and pedicure.

Anjule Wellbeing
3½hrs $285
This detoxifying treatment will cleanse, de-stress
and refresh your entire body. Incorporating a
gentle body scrub, warm oil cocoon and signature
facial, finishing with a spa manicure and pedicure.

Anjule Experience
4½hrs $355
The ultimate experience. Transcend with a
full body exfoliation and warm oil cocoon wrap
to re-hydrate and smooth. Our aroma-therapy
massage and organic spa facial treatment will
nurture and nourish. A soothing foot bath and
a re-vitalising pedicure.
Light refreshments provided.

GIFT CERTIFICATES
Gift Certificates may be arranged by phone
or email. Gift Certificates are available for
all treatments and products.

CANCELLATIONS
Cancellations and/or rescheduling of appointments
require 24 hours notice. Cancellations or rescheduling
with less than 24 hours notice will incur a 50%
cancellation fee.

BUSINESS HOURS
Tues - 9am - 5pm
Wed - 9am - 6pm
Thurs - 9am - late
Fri - 9am - 6pm
Sat - 9am - late
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